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BRIE AND SUE – A GREAT TEAM  Can. & Am. Ch. Finnshavn Eleanor Black won Best of Breed 
and Best Canadian bred at our National Specialty on 6 August.  This is only the fourth time in 22 specialties 
that a Canadian Bred Cardigan has won the specialty.  Thank you, judge Marieann Gladstone.  And thank 
you to Sue Bain, who has been Brie’s friend and booster for three years.  She knew Brie could do it! 
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CANADIAN CARDIGAN CORGI CLUB 

22ND NATIONAL SPECIALTY SHOW 
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO 6 AUGUST 2008 

 
PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES 
Judge:  Betty Mercer 

 
Open Male:  
1.  Vermilion's Holy Moses 

 Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais  
 Breeder/Owner:  Steve & Barbara Peterson 

2.  Bluetrix Fido The Darby Mint  
 CH Tuahine Blue Minstrel ex CH Bluetrix Darby O' Willa Woo 

Breeder/Owner: Lore Lee Bruder  
3.  CH Yasashiikuma Diamond Solitaire  

Merrymoon Noblestar Jacob ex CH Yasashiikuma Obsidian   
Breeder/owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 

 
Senior Puppy Female:  
1.  C-Myste Baledwr Yasashiikuma Liberty  

CH Merrymoon Firestorm ex Mariel Reese’s Alice Springs   
Breeder: J. Kramer, A. Katasse, C. Cannon,  
Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 

2.  Esrohollow Hey There Delilah  
Davenitch Shredder Madeulook  ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN  
Breeder/Owner: Kathryn Arthur  

3.  Esrohollow Diamond Jane  
Davenitch Shredder Madeulook  ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN  
Breeder/Owner: Kathryn Arthur  

 
Open Female: 
1.   Vermilion's Mad About You  
   Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
   Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson 
2.  Vermilion's Unsinkable Molly Black  
  Chaps Artemys Gowyr ex Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais   

Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman,  
Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson 

3.  Yasashiikuma Smoky Mountn Maid  
  CH Merrymoon Firestorm ex CH Yasashiikuma Scirocco  

Breeder/Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 
 
Best in Puppy Sweeps:    Vermilion's Holy Moses 
Best of Opposite Sex in Puppy Sweeps:  Vermilion's Mad About You 
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VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES 

Judge: Betty Mercer 
 
7-9 Years Male:  
1.  CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum De La Caverne Des Anges  

Gowerston Challenger x Pictiwr Perffaith Gwenlais 
Breeder: Jocelyne Thomas   
Owner:  Charlie MacInnes 

 
2.  CH Finnshavn Prince Owen  

CH Redbud's Mr Goodbar x CH Finnshavn's Trickadecophobia 
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes  
Owner: John & Beatrix Krug (Agent: Maja Hurd) 

 
9-12 Years Male:  
1.  CH Finnshavn Dodge A Ford Jimmy  

Appleridge’s Bold Mr Big ex CH Finnshavn’s No Trouble At All   
Breeder/Owner:  Charlie MacInnes 

 
12+ Years Male: 
1. CH Merrymoon Firestorm  

CH Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch x CH Phi-Vestavia Unforgettable 
Breeder: Barb Hoffman   
Owner: Shelley Camm 

 
9-12 Years Female: 
1.  CH Finnshavn's L'il Rascal  

CH Davenitch English Toffee ex CH Finnshavn RedHot Chili Pepper   
Breeder/Owner:  Charlie MacInnes 

 
12+ Female:  
1. CH Finnshavn’s Blue Belle  

CH Finnshavn's Michael Oarsman x CH Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth 
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

 
 
Best in Veteran Sweeps:   CH Finnshavn’s Blue Belle 
Best of Opposite Sex :   CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges 
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REGULAR CLASSES 

Judge: Marieann Gladstone 
 
Bred By Exhibitor Dog: 
1.  Bluetrix Fido the Darby Mint  

CH Tuahine Blue Minstrel ex CH Bluetrix Darby O' Willa Woo 
Breeder/Owner: Lore Lee Bruder  

2.  Vermilion's Holy Moses  
Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 

 Breeder/Owner:  Steve & Barbara Peterson 
 
Open Dog: 

1.  Eastern Dawn's Black Mist  
CH Finnshavn Souris Ezekiel x Finnshavn Sunshine Shanty Girl 
Breeder/Owner: Stephanie Toman 

 
Veteran Dog: 
1.  CH Finnshavn Prince Owen  

CH Redbud's Mr Goodbar x CH Finnshavn's Trickadecophobia 
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes  
Owner: John & Beatrix Krug (Agent: Maja Hurd) 

2.  CH Merrymoon Firestorm  
CH Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch x CH Phi-Vestavia Unforgettable 
Breeder: Barb Hoffman  
Owner: Shelley Camm 

3.  CH Finnshavn's Dodge A Ford Jimmy CD  
Appleridge’s Bold Mr Big ex CH Finnshavn’s No Trouble At All  
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

 
Winners Dog:   Eastern Dawn's Black Mist 
Reserve Winners Dog:  Bluetrix Fido The Darby Mint 
Veteran Dog:   CH Finnshavn Prince Owen 
 
Senior Puppy  Female: 
1.  Esrohollow Hey There Delilah  

Davenitch Shredder Madeulook  ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN  
Breeder/Owner: Kathryn Arthur 

2.  C-Myste Baledwr Yasashiikuma Liberty  
CH Merrymoon Firestorm ex Mariel Reese’s Alice Springs   
Breeder: J. Kramer, A. Katasse, C. Cannon,  
Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 

3.  Esrohollow Diamond Jane  
  Davenitch Shredder Madeulook  ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN  

Breeder/Owner: Kathryn Arthur  
 
12-18 Month Female: 
1.  Vermilion's Mad About You  

Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman  Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson 
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Bred By Exhibitor Female: 
1.  Vermillion’s Unsinkable Molly Black  

Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman   
Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson 

2.   Yasashiikuma Smoky Mountn Maid  
CH Merrymoon Firestorm ex CH Yasashiikuma Scirocco  
Breeder/Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 

 
Open Female: 
1.  Eyespy With My I Nells Chaos  

Chaos’s Jack of Hearts ex Finnshavn Ceilidh  
Breeder: Sue Mesa,  
Owner: Grant Boudreault  

 
2.  Eastern Dawn's Sweet Jorja Red  

CH Finnshavn Souris Ezekiel ex Finnshavn Sunshine Shanty Girl   
Breeder/Owner: Stephanie Toman 

 
Veteran Female: 
1.  CH Finnshavn's Blue Belle  

CH Finnshavn's Michael Oarsman x CH Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth 
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

 
2.  CH Finnshavn's L'il Rascal  

CH Davenitch English Toffee ex CH Finnshavn Red Hot Chili Pepper   
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

 
 
 Winners Bitch:    Vermillion's Unsinkable Molly Black 
 Reserve Winners Bitch:   Esrohollow Hey There Delilah 
 Veteran Bitch:    CH Finnshavn's Blue Belle 
 
Best in Specialty:  CH Finnshavn Eleanor Black  

CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges x CH Finnshavn  Samantha Tillerman 
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes (Agent: Sue Bain) 

 
Best of Opposite Sex: CH Vermilion's Rolling Stone  
by Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman  Owner: Barbara Peterson 
 
Awards of Merit:   
CH Finnshavn Prince Owen  

CH Redbud's Mr Goodbar x CH Finnshavn's Trickadecophobia 
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes  
Owner: John & Beatrix Krug (Agent: Maja Hurd) 

CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN 
CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges x CH Finnshavn Samantha Tillerman  
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes,  Owner: Kathryn Arthur 
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Best of Winners:  Vermilion's Unsinkable Molly Black 

Chaps Artemys Gowyr x Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman   
Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson 

Best Canadian Bred in Specialty:   CH  Finnshavn Eleanor Black  
CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges x CH Finnshavn Samantha Tillerman 
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes  (Agent: Sue Bain) 

Best Puppy in Specialty:    Esrohollow Hey There Delilah 
Davenitch Shredder Madeulook x CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN 
Breeder/Owner: Kathryn Arthur 

Best Veteran in Specialty:    CH Finnshavn Prince Owen 
CH Redbud's Mr Goodbar x CH Finnshavn's Trickadecophobia 
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes  
Owner: John & Beatrix Krug (Agent: Maja Hurd) 

Best Brace:  CH Yasashiikuma Diamond Solitaire 
Yasashiikuma Smoky Mountn Maid 

Merrymoon Noblestar Jacob x CH Yasashiikuma Obsidian  
CH  Merrymoon Firestorm x CH Yasashiikuma Scirocco  
Breeder/Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 
Breeder: Shelley Camm Owner: Shelley Camm & Christopher Shaw 

 
Stud Dog and Get:  
1.  CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges  

Gowerston Challenger x Pictiwr Perffaith Gwenlais  
Breeder: Jocelyne Thomas  
Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

2.  CH Merrymoon Firestorm 
CH Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch x CH Phi-Vestavia Unforgettable 
Breeder: Barb Hoffman   
Owner: Shelley Camm 

 
Brood Bitch and Progeny:  
1.  CH Finnshavn Samantha Tillerman  

CH Finnshavn's Michael Oarsman x CH Finnshavn's L'il Rascal 
Breeder/Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

2.  CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN 
CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges x CH Finnshavn Samantha Tillerman  
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes   
Owner: Kathryn Arthur 

3.  CH Yasashiikuma Scirocco  
CH Phi-Vestavia Uriel Of Caerleon x Phi-Vestavia Storm of Yasashiikuma  
Breeder/Owner:  Shelley Camm 

 
Winners Altered Female/Best of Breed Altered: 
1.  BluetrixBrazil Beauty CGN   

CH Bluetrix Son Of Spuddie Wind x CH Bluetrix Darby O'willa Woo 
Breeder: Lore Lee Bruder   
Owner: Judy Jackson  (Agent: Louann Killoran) 
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OBEDIENCE 

Judge: Pierre Lalonde 
 
Novice A: No dogs qualified 
Novice B: No dogs qualified 
Open A:    No dogs qualified 
Open B:  Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning CDX AGI AGIJ  

CH Phi-Vestavia Uriel of Caerleon x Phi Vestavia Storm of Yasashiikuma  
Breeder: Shelley Camm  
Owner: Tennille Whiteford 

Highest Score in Specialty: Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning CDX AGI AGIJ  
 
 

 
RALLY-O 

Judge: Susan Des Cotes 
 
Novice A:  
1.  CH Pecan Valley Northern Exposure RN 

Pecan Valley Blue Thunder x Pecan Valley Snow Shoes  
Breeder: Betty Ann Seely   
Owner: Maja Hurd 

2. CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN  
CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges x CH Finnshavn Samantha Tillerman  
Breeder: Charlie MacInnes   
Owner: Kathryn Arthur 

 
Novice B: 
1.  Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning CDX AGI  

CH Phi-Vestavia Uriel of Caerleon x Phi Vestavia Storm of Yasashiikuma  
Breeder: Shelley Camm  
Owner: Tennille Whiteford 

2.  Bluetrix Brazil Beauty CGN  
CH Bluetrix Son Of Spuddie Wind x CH Bluetrix Darby O'willa Woo 
Breeder: Lore Lee Bruder   
Owner: Judy Jackson  (Agent: Louann Killoran) 

3.  Yasashiikuma Tibetan Kyanite  
CH Merrymoon Firestorm x CH Yasashiikuma Weetartan Sedalia  
Breeder: Shelley Camm   
Owner: Tennille & Chris Whiteford 

4. CH Chaos Unlimited At Finnshavn CD CGN  
Chaos's Spellbound x Finnshavn's Sister Martine  
Breeder: Sue Mesa  
Owner: Charlie MacInnes 

 
Advance B: No dogs qualified 
Best in Novice A:    CH Pecan Valley Northern Exposure RN 
Best in Novice B:    Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning CDX AGI 
Highest Score in Specialty:  Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning CDX AGI 
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AGILITY 

Judge: Pierre Lalonde 
 
Novice Jumpers with Weaves: No dogs qualified 
Excellent Jumpers with Weaves: No dogs qualified 
Novice Standard: No dogs qualified 
Excellent Standard: No dogs qualified 
Highest Combined Score in Specialty: No dogs qualified 
 

JUDGE’S COMMENTS 
 

It seems this week was a busy one for a lot of folks everywhere. Congrats to all the winners all over the 
globe!  I want to thank the members and exhibitors at the Canadian Cardigan Corgi Club - I was 
privileged to judge their National Specialty in beautiful Owen Sound, Ontario last week and I had a great 
time. Special thanks also go to Lucy Power, show chair, for all her hard work and enthusiasm and to the 
show committee for running a delightful event and for their hospitality. 
   
I was pleased to point to a lovely bitch for BOB and the following day was able to award her the group win, 
(before the heavens opened up!).  I learned later that my AOM bitch was a sister from another breeding. 
These two bitches, along with my BOS, and the veteran dog (also AOM) and 14 year old veteran bitch (I 
could have brought her home) winners , WD and WB showed lovely breed type with correct front 
assemblies and toplines. 
 
Congratulations to the breeders and owners and continued success to their breeding programs.     
The CCCC continues to give us a great venue to show off our breed and they showed their stuff not only in 
conformation, but they were busy in the obedience and rally rings as well. I was thrilled to be a part of it. 

   
Marieann Gladstone 

 
 

THE GREAT CH FINNSHAVN ELEANOR BLACK  AKA  ‘BRIE’ 
  

I met 'Brie’ in Whitehorse, Yukon, just prior to the Cardigan National Specialty. She was just 6 
months old and a beautiful bitch puppy.  In just a few days of training she won most if not all of her points 
required for her Canadian Championship along with I believe 3 Best Puppy In Groups. 

Two years later, I got her the day before the next Cardigan National, this time held in New 
Brunswick. We got our act together, and wound up with Best of Opposite Sex and Best Canadian Bred. 
   A year later, we found ourselves in Calgary, Alberta. But she had a better offer (in her mind), the 
bed in Charlie's trailer. It was a tough job trying to get Brie to think that showing at the nationals was more 
important than napping in the trailer. 
   So for Owen Sound, I got Brie 2 1/2 weeks prior to the show :-))))))  .......................... would have 
been earlier but I was still raising a litter of orphans for Charlie. Got her into the mood to show, did the 
grooming, and with absolute delight, she won Best of Breed and Best Canadian Bred at the 2008 National 
Specialty.   A dream come true!!!!!  Now she has earned her place on the trailer bed! 
  

Submitted by her very proud friend and handler, 
Sue Bain 
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE 

Well another National has come and gone, so now it is time to reflect on the goings on. I would like to start 
with whole-hearted thanks to Lucy and Frank Power and their friends for keeping on top of things the day 
of the show. It ran as smooth as silk, from my view anyway.  I am sure that there were moments they 
thought they had lost their minds. Thank you to Sue Bain, and Maja and Darryl Hurd for all the hard work 
doing the prep. All your detailing paid off in spades. We all knew what was going on and where we should 
be.  Dinner was far to good, I am sure that I gained 3 pounds just that night and to be able to sit out of the 
weather in a nice soft chair was a welcome rest to many a tired mind and body.  The photo contest was a 
big success, it was so cool to have even the passers-by  vote. We will be putting together a calendar with 
the winning photos.  Raffle had both great and funny prizes, we had many a laugh.  Wayne Toman with a 
pink purse was one of the best!  A special thanks to Gloria Moon for flying at the most dreadful times to 
come and help out. She has also got our books in order so that we really know what is going on and has 
managed to put it in to a format that a grade fiver can understand!  Louann Killoran, a rock as always, thank 
you for keeping things in order, mostly me.  She set up the poop raffle as well which was won by Luisa 
Barbaror, 13 years old and her sheltie, both of whom were very happy to have their own ex-pen! 
 

Thank you to Betty Mercer, our sweeps judge, and  to Marieann Gladstone, our regular judge. You both 
had a calming kindness and were so understanding as we were trying to get the right dog into the ring. 
Your kind words were so welcome. Our ring steward was a rock, so organized it was almost scary and yet 
so kind to us when we tried to run in at the wrong time or the wrong dog.  Thank you so much Jean Sparks.  
The booster was judged by Steve Gladstone and he almost made me pee my pants when he thanked 
Charlie for wearing pants.  Charlie has been known to show in a kilt!  Ms Susan des Cotes judged rally, I 
was told she was firm but fair, thank you.  OB was judged by Mr Pierre Lalonde again with a firm but fare 
hand, thank you. 

Last but not least a warm thank you to “ALL” that came and took part. We are all winners that come a take 
part, win loose or draw! Many drove for great distances to attend and at the price of fuel that says a lot 
about commitment. It was so great to see the ole gang!  Some old friends could not make it and they were 
greatly missed! 

 
All the dogs looked great. I am so glad that it was not on my shoulders to pick out the best. It is a great joy 
to see so many healthy and happy Cardigans, of such varied styles, in one place and what a great chance 
to share some bloodlines.  It turned out to be a bit of a love-in. Three breedings took place on the day of 
the national:  an Alberta bitch to a PEI dog, an Ontario bitch to an Alberta dog, and so on, dogs who came 
together for the show.  It is going to be interesting to see puppies in a year.  

 
The location was beautiful beyond words and the staff at the park bent over backwards to be helpful.  Even 
the rain could not dampen our spirits. Gloria Moon twice got rain in her tent and just figured out how to 
keep her bed in the dry spot. Even the rain was nice, straight down and warm. Made me want to grab my 
shampoo and have a shower, after mountain streams it would have been warm.  Birds everywhere, creeks 
meandering through, and us with our own little village complete with a hand made sign “Welcome to 
Corgiville” put up by Frank.  Too Cool!  Due to the fact that I forgot to announce the AGM ( sorry about 
that) we could not have one.  There were really no pressing issues as we voted on the locations of the next 
Nationals.  It would have been nice for Gloria to be able to show to all at once the accounting but I feel that 
everyone will be able to understand the report. We have made some changes to the newsletter situation  
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which should help to smooth things out.  It has been brought to my attention that as much as the rosettes 
won are great it is to the point that some have been at this many years and just do not have the space to  

display their ribbons.  As they have no date on them ( a real money saving choice) to donate them back to 
the club would be great!  Just mail them to me and I can press them and put them with the ones in waiting 
for the next show. Edmonton 2010, start saving.  Election time is soon upon us, so we may have a special 
issue of the news letter pertaining just to that as we have details to work out and it would not be prudent to 
hold up the newsletter for that. 

I have concerns about future specialties.  Louann and I were the only westerners who made it to Owen 
Sound, and it cost us over $3500.00 to do that.  We drove and pulled a big fifth wheel, but it would not have 
been any cheaper to fly.  After you pay to ship the dogs (and the airlines won’t take as many as my truck), 
and rent a van to get from the airport to the show, and pay for motels, it’s getting too expensive either way.  
It was great to see Steph Toman from PEI in Owen Sound.  Getting Cardigan people together from all 
across our broad country is surely the biggest plus of a National Specialty.  We should not each breed in 
isolation, and it’s wonderful to meet the people and see the good dogs from other parts of Canada.  The 
day of the Specialty there were at least three Owen Sound people with their pet Cardigans who came to 
watch.  That’s great!  And how did they know we were there?  They are club members, and read about the 
show in this newsletter. 

 

Lore Lee Bruder 

Pincher Creek, Alberta 

 
FROM 2008 SHOW CHAIR TO EASY CHAIR 

 
On behalf of the 2008 CCCC Specialty Committee, Kathryn Arthur, Sue Bain, Maja Hurd, and myself, I 
would like to thank everyone who came to picturesque Owen Sound to celebrate a little corgi magic with 
us.  It was wonderful to see Cardigans entered not only in conformation, but in agility, obedience, and 
rally as well.  I was delighted to see people that came out simply to watch, cheer, and enjoy our wonderful 
dogs. 
 
If I had one regret, it was not being able to spend more time with everyone.  After communicating with so 
many of you via the computer, I was looking forward to some “face to face” time with you all.  
Unfortunately, it was not to be, and I must thank everyone for putting up with my Tasmanian devil 
impersonation for the entire three days of the show.  Please rest assured that my head does not normally 
spin around 360 degrees, and that the sedatives are doing their job. 
 
Thank you to everyone who entered our photo contest.  Not only were there stunning photos to enjoy, but 
the contest sparked quite an interest in our breed.  People showed a great deal of interest in the variety of  
 
photos on display and took their voting quite seriously.  I am looking forward to getting the CCCC 
calendar made up of the winning photos! 
 
Our judges were wonderful.  I had been communicating with the Gladstones for months, but I was rather 
nervous about meeting them. I needn’t have been.   I found them to be not only professional, but very 
gracious and understanding as well.  Their kind words went a long way in making an extremely nervous 
“chair” feel at ease.  When Betty Mercer agreed to be our sweeps judge, I was delighted.  Not only does 
the lady know her corgis, but she is a genuinely warm and caring person.   
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To my friends Irene, Alicia, and Arthur who worked tirelessly behind the scenes helping everything run 
smoothly, a huge thank you.  You are simply amazing. 
 
Charlie MacInnes and my husband Frank, attended the CWCCA Specialty in California last year.  Charlie 
introduced Frank to a man who was married to their show chair.   Charlie mentioned that Frank was the 
husband of the chair for the 2008 Canadian Specialty.  The man shook Frank’s hand, looked him squarely 
in the eye, and in a grave voice said “you have my deepest sympathy, sir”.  With that in mind, may I 
suggest a special trophy or an Award of Merit to be presented to the spouse of the show chair.  Thank you 
Frank for putting up with everything, all of your help, hugs when needed, and above all a strong shoulder 
that was always available to lean on. 
 
So now I find myself having to adjust to a few changes in life.  My home no longer resembles a PetsMart 
warehouse.  I find myself actually having some free time on my hands!   I can finally start my spring 
cleaning before winter sets in.  I can actually sit down and watch television, although there is not very 
much worth watching.  I have found time to curl up in my favourite chair and catch up on my reading, only 
to wake up and discover that I never made it past the introduction of the latest best seller. 
 
Am I glad I chaired the specialty?  Definitely.  Would I do it again?  Ask me again in about 10 years. 
 

Lucy Power  
Barrie Ontario 

 
Note from Charlie MacInnes -  Our club desperately needs show chairpersons.  While the most obvious 
candidate is often the person most involved in breeding and showing Cardigans in the area where the 
specialty is to be held, that is usually a bad choice.  Such a person is far too busy at show time and before, 
just getting dogs ready to show or trial, and before that they have puppies, etc..  With that in mind, I asked 
Lucy, whose family includes husband Frank, two teenagers, and two Cardigans, if she would chair the 2008 
show.  That was in 2006 or so.  Lucy’s first reaction was that she did not know enough about staging a dog 
show.  Well, I pointed out, the show-giving club, and/or the professional show secretary will take care of 
the show end.  A good specialty chair has to be a great organizer.  Get the ribbons and prizes together, 
stage a photo contest, find a place for the banquet, make sure the obedience, rally and agility people are 
taken care of, and a host of other details.  I promised Lucy help, but Lucy found a Cardigan person closer 
to home who knows a lot more about staging dog shows than I do – Sue Bain.  And a couple of younger 
people volunteered to help, with the hope that they could learn enough to stage a show themselves some 
day.  Well, Lucy – you did it! – and you did a great job of it!  My personal thanks to Lucy for taking on the 
job, and to Lucy and her committee and helpers for doing a wonderful job.  Lucy is truly a model for the 
future. 
 
 

ESROHOLLOW BEGINNINGS 
 

Three years ago, I brought home my first registered purebred puppy.  It had been 10 years in the waiting 
until the ‘right time’ came.  On Canada Day 2005, some good friends took me up to Finnshavn kennel to 
look at puppies, where I fell in love with a brindle girl.  The breeder-who I must add was not sure he 
wanted to sell this particular puppy-agreed to sell her to me. That month of waiting until she was old 
enough to come home was the longest month of my life!  Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie would be my 
introduction to the way a Cardigan Corgi lives life.  Yes, that is right, how THEY live life, or at least how 
Moxie caused me to live life around her!  With some arm twisting from Charlie MacInnes, Moxie and I 
entered our first dog show.  Dog show?  What am I getting myself into? But I packed up my crate, 
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borrowed show collar & leash, found some decent show clothes that didn’t include new green jeans, and 
off we went. 
 
Life sure has changed in the past three years.  I never would have guessed that I would be traveling 
through the United States and many towns and cities in Ontario attending dog shows.  AND I would never 
have thought of driving 10 hours one way to get to a stud dog!  (note: Kathryn did her homework, and 

picked this stud dog 
herself!) 
 
Puppies by Am. CH 
Davenitch Shredder 
Madeulook arrived in 
November via a 
miraculous caesarean 
section…and I was 
wondering what I was 
getting myself into 
going to a dog show.  
Being in an operating 
room of the local vet 
clinic at 3:00 AM on a 
Sunday morning with 
my Mom who is a 
retired Registered 
Nurse running the gas 
machine (she told us 
stories about running 
one ‘back in the day’ in 
the human ER) 
definitely had the dog 
show concerns beat!  It 
would have been much 
less nerve wracking if 
the cow/small animal 
vet hadn’t mentioned 
that he hadn’t done a c-
section since vet school 

at least 5 years ago.  But we left the clinic with momma dog and 9 puppies all alive and well.  I thought life 
was fun with one corgi, but 9 puppies sure kept me on my toes! 
 
In August, I finally made it to my first CCCC National Specialty!  I packed up the girls (Moxie and 3 of her 
then 9 month old puppies) and headed to Owen Sound.  On Tuesday, August 5, Moxie and I earned her 3rd 
leg for her Rally Novice title making her Can CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie Am/Can RN CGC, and then 
it rained!  Thankfully, the skies stayed clear for the conformation ring on Wednesday, where Moxie’s full 
sister Can/Am CH Finnshavn Eleanor Black took Best in Specialty.  Moxie herself was not left out and was 
awarded one of 2 Award of Merits! The pick of  Moxie’s litter, Esrohollow Hey There Delilah, went on to 
win Reserve Winners Bitch and Best Puppy in Specialty!  Needless to say I was very, very proud of my 
girls! 
 

AOM winner Can CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie Am. & Can. RN, CGC 
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The Specialty was amazing, very organized, and if anything wasn’t going well (yes I know there were a few 
things, Lucy) it sure wasn’t obvious.  The photo contest had many entries, and I am very proud to say that a  
 
 
photo I took of the Best Puppy in Specialty won Best in Show for the Photo Contest.  And the prizes!  I 
needed another car to bring home all the goodies that my girls and my photos won! 
 
I did learn some things because of this 
show though.  Double and triple check 
addresses on important packages, 
because even though 90% of the 
address is correct, Canada Post will 
take their sweet time trying to decide 
where it is actually supposed to be 
going, and for some reason returning to 
sender isn’t in their vocabulary!  
Cardigan River exists even in Ontario, 
and for those that don’t know, Sue Bain 
breeds some amazing Chihuahuas!  
  
All jokes aside, Thanks to everyone who 
donated their time, energy, prizes, etc 
to get this show put together, to those 
that made it an enjoyable time for 
everyone there and to all the people I 
met there so I can finally put names to 
faces.  I had a really great time and 
can’t wait for 2010. 
 
Kathryn Arthur 
Esrohollow Reg’d 
St. Marys,  ON 
http://www.esrohollow.com 

 
 

WHAT A NATIONAL SPECIALTY!!! 
 

When Lucy Power first asked me to be part of the show committee I wasn’t too sure if I could fulfill the task 
but she convinced me that just doing the raffle and helping out with the performance events isn’t a big 
deal. Then I thought to myself, Lucy is right, I have all kinds of connections I should be able to pull off the 
raffle no problem. I remember very well my first meeting at Lucy’s house I got the tour of all the prizes; 
Petsmart had arrived to the Power Household. Then Sue Bain showed me all the past years clothing 
designs; somehow I gained that responsibility.  Then there was an item on the agenda Photo Contest and I 
remember Sue Bain piped up, where did that come from! It was mine ☺. I remember that the president of 
the club expressed we need to do more fund raising; I thought this would be a great one for that. Everyone 
loved it!! 
 
Later into the year, letters went out to every dog toy brand in my house and dog food companies. You 
would be surprised the list you come with when you have a laundry basket full of toys; I am dieing to own a 
super chewer. Then of course I bugged all my performance friends and got my husband to bug his Purina 
Representative. Next on the list to do was the clothing, where do I start errr! That evening Monti had his 

BPISS & SRWB Esrohollow Hey There Delilah 
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massage therapist over and she asked me how I am enjoying being part of a show committee.  I told her 
my clothing issue, she said no problem I have the people for you.  Her nephew just finished graphic 
design school and her brother in-law owns a clothing distribution company.  I was set, plus it was a great 
way to support a friend. Next was helping Lucy with all the performance classes, that was a breeze but we 
did have some bumps weeks before the show. Overall, I have to say I enjoyed the experience but I now 
appreciate when Charlie MacInnes kept telling me we need new people organizing National Specialties, 
the regulars are burnt out.  I know I would have burnt out if I had to do this all over again next year; give 
me a couple years to refuel and I may take on the task again.  
 
I thought the day would never come to pack up the SUV and head to Owen Sound; I was super excited to 
play with my dogs and meet new and old friends. Monday evening after a major horse race I headed home 
to pack my SUV which I must add was packed to the roof and I only had four boxes for the Specialty. 
Tuesday morning was the Obedience Specialty, I entered my dogs to treat it like a fun match since they 
both are not quite ready. Little Seren as we call her at home, did very well but didn’t quite qualify but 
mommy is still proud of her performance. As for Monti, I got the puppy finger from hell, so you can guess 
how far we got but the sit and down stays were perfect; aren’t we suppose to think of the good points?? 
Right after the obedience trial was Rally and I only entered Monti. For some reason he did extremely well 
by placing fourth overall in Advance. Then the rain came just at the tail end of the Rally trial. I told Gloria 
and Louann, who are not from Ontario, that this rain is just to lift the humidity in the air it shouldn’t last 
long. I don’t think they will believe me again since the down pour was for about an hour as we were 
huddling under a bunch of large pine trees.  On Wednesday it was the Conformation Specialty and Agility. 
I figured with the judging schedule I would have about two hours between agility and conformation. Well, I 
have never seen a ring go so slow, I really thought I would be done agility by 9:30am. Let’s just say I didn’t 
run the dogs until 11:00am. At around 10:30am I ran to my setup groomed three dogs in 30mins flat; I didn’t 
think that was possible. Then I drove my agility dogs back to the ring while my mom drove the veteran 
dog to the 
conformation ring 
and made it just in 
time for the agility 
walk through. Seren 
was the first to go 
which got Monti soo 
mad that he rolled 
his crate. Seren did 
a stunning 
performance, I 
couldn’t have asked 
for more of her 
considering it was 
her first real trial; 
too bad she decided 
to refuse the shout. 
Monti was right after 
Seren and boy was 
he focused to leave 
the start line; too 
much waiting for 
him. Monti took off 
blew right through the weaves and the rest of course was so smooth I even had to rear cross him; usually 
he is too slow. Then all of a sudden the light bulb went off, in his just before the last jump Monti 
thought…look at this crowd, they are here to see me so I better go and say hello to everyone! I finally got  
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him focused back but I think Monti wanted to show me how it is done…he did the entire course backwards 
err! I think we were the highlight of embarrassment and laughter to say the least!  
 
Right after I ran agility, I handed the dogs to my husband to bring them to the conformation ring. Then I 
changed so fast that I think I got to the ring in less than five minutes.  My veteran dog was the first in the 
ring, which is my mom’s dog at a young age of eight. Owen is the father of my Monti and Lore’s Bright. 
Owen had not shown since he was a puppy and even then he only showed in three shows since he finished 
so fast with a group four.  Owen’s idea in the sweeps class was to run but after a bit I reminded him we gait 
with dignity in this game not run like a moron. In the class veterans, which there were three males, Owen 
behaved and gaited perfectly in my opinion; we came out of the ring as best veteran male. That got my 
mom jumping out of her chair, she was so proud of her boy. That meant Owen had to go back in the ring 
for the breed, I didn’t think of that ahead of time since I already had my other two dogs going in. Thank 
you to Charlie White who volunteered to show Owen.  Charlie White did such a beautiful job coming out of 
the ring with not only best overall veteran but also an award of merit. At this point mom had no idea what 
had just happened. After explaining it to my mom, she was so proud but informed me she gets to keep 
everything. I have to say I am quite proud of my mom entering Owen. A month before entries closed Owen 
was ill and we thought he couldn’t show.  Owen was entered at the last minute; three days after the show 
the two of them flew to Switzerland for a two month holiday. Mom said she had a lot of fun and hopes Owen 
will be around for the next Specialty. This was my mom’s first Specialty. Now we just all wish my dad was 
around to experience this enjoyment since Owen was very loyal to both my parents. 
 
Thursday morning was the Rally Specialty and I had entered both Seren and Monti. The Advance class was 
first with Monti. Just as I entered the ring Monti noticed adjacent to the ring that the Cardigans are 
showing. Monti put his nose up in the air and there he went to the conformation ring to say hello to the 
females that were in season.  How embarrassing!  Both Stephanie Toman and Louann Killoran knew I was 
going to kill him so they didn’t give me the chance, took him away from me and there my husband left 
home with Monti.  I didn’t “talk” to Monti for a week, but we have kissed and made up.  Seren on the other 
hand entered the Novice ring for her last leg for the Novice Rally title.  She was very happy to play with me 
and did exactly what I asked from her but she is still a two year old puppy I might add. I was very proud of 
our little girl; she finished her title in style with Best Novice A dog and fourth overall. Now Seren is known 
as CH Pecan Valley Northern Exposure Am. & Can. RN. Then the rain came just after the last dog of the 
trial. We were smart this time, we moved everything under cover. I told Louann and Gloria this rain is 
something serious it will last. They weren’t too sure whether to believe me or not but, the judge convinced 
them since she awarded all the prizes under cover. Thankfully the trial was over, after the rain finished the 
Rally ring was under water.  
 
Overall, this was one of the best Specialties I attended. Everything went so smoothly, the theme A little 
Corgi Magic fitted so well with the entire specialty and the photo contest was a big hit with over 100 entries 
and the public had such great enjoyment voting for their best general photo, best puppy photo, best 
comedy photo and best in show. I was fortunate enough to take home best puppy photo and second 
general photo. My husband took home fourth in comedy. One thing I have learned, you have to be 
absolutely crazy to show in everything.  I am just thankful I didn’t have one conflict.  I do regret I didn’t 
have much spare time to catch up and socialize with everyone.  Even though Monti wasn’t a scholar in 
performance, I had a blast in each event; you just have to sit back and laugh because he sure showed the 
public Cardigans just have a mind of their own at times. 
 

Maja Hurd   
Guelph Ontario 
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 CANADIAN CARDIGAN CORGI CLUB 
BOOSTER SHOW 

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO 7 AUGUST 2008 
 
Our judge, Steve Gladstone, of Aragorn Cardigan fame, came from Mount Pocono, Pennsylvania.  Steve 
and his wife Marieann came all the way from Oklahoma in 1977 to show at the first ever booster for 
Cardigans in Canada, so they are old friends of our breed.  The weather was beautiful, the show grounds 
so green and lush due to some extra rain throughout the summer, and the trophy table was brimming with 
baskets full of wonderful gifts for all of the winners, as well as lovely rosettes. 
 
Our gift to the judge was a beautiful hand made leather belt, made by Kathryn Arthur of Flat Creek 
Saddlery and a special Pewter Cardigan Belt Buckle from Beth Boyle of 'The Rams Horn’. 
  
All exhibitors and members of the CCCC would like to send a special thank you to Marieann Gladstone 
and Steve Gladstone for coming up to Canada and judging our National Specialty and the Booster show. 
  
Sincerely, 
Sue Bain 
member of the show committee 
 

RESULTS 
Judge: Steve Gladstone 
 
Winners Dog: 
Vermilion's Holy Moses Owner:  Steve & Barbara Peterson Breeder: Owner by Chaps Artemys Gowyr 
ex Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
 
Reserve Winners Dog: 
 Bluetrix Fido The Darby Mint Owner: Lore Lee Bruder Breeder: Owner 
by CH Tuahine Blue Minstrel ex CH Bluetrix Darby O' Willa Woo 
 
Winners Bitch: 
Vermilion's Mad About You Owner: Steve & Barbara Peterson    
Breeder: Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman 
by Chaps Artemys Gowyr ex Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
 
Reserve Winners Bitch: 
Esrohollow Hey There Delilah Owner: Kathryn Arthur Breeder: Owner 
by Davenitch Shredder Madeulook ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum Moxie RN 
 
Best of Breed and Group One: 
CH Finnshavn Eleanor Black Owner: Charlie MacInnes Breeder: Owner  
by CH Ritchi-Bubble-Gum de la Caverne des Anges ex CH Finnshavn  
Samantha Tillerman (Agent: Sue Bain) 
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Best of Opposite Sex: 
CH Vermilion's Rolling Stone Owner:  Barbara Peterson Breeder Barbara Peterson, J. Chapman 
by Chaps Artemys Gowyr ex CH Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
 
Best of Winners: 
Vermilion's Holy Moses Owner:  Steve & Barbara Peterson Breeder: Owner by Chaps Artemys Gowyr 
ex Rhiwelli Cochen Cun O Gwenlais 
 
Best Puppy: 
Esrohollow Hey There Delilah Owner: Kathryn Arthur Breeder: Owner 
by Davenitch Shredder Madeulook  ex CH Finnshavn Bubble Gum  
Moxie RN 

 
 

DIRECTOR’S REPORT FROM ATLANTIC CANADA 
 
Herding comes to the Cardigans of Eastern Canada…. 
 
Last Labour Day weekend, yes 2007, I’m sure everyone has heard about the wonderful slow pace out east, 
we were treated to a 2 day herding clinic with AHBA and CKC trials following and judged by Dianne 
Devison and Sue Jewel from Ontario. This took place in beautiful Blue Rocks, NS.  For many participants it 
was their first time working sheep. 
 

Paikea (Finnshavn Ebony 
Sterling), owned and handled 
by Gay Harley, earned her first 
title that weekend at the first 
ever American Herding Breed 
Association (AHBA) trial held in 
Atlantic Canada. The youngest 
dog participating, she earned 
two legs of the American 
Herding Breed Association's 
(AHBA) Herding Capability 
Tested with drive, style, and 
enthusiasm. The trials were 
hosted by the Canadian 
National Australian Shepherd 
Association (CNASA) on Sep 2 
and 3rd 2007. 
 
The group was so pleased with 
their initiation experience that 
7 of us travelled to Sue Jewell’s 
in Utopia ON in June 2008 for a 
herding camp where we were 
joined by the intrepid 
Cardigan lover Lucy Power. 

From left to right; Sue Jewell, Gay Harley with Paikea, Dianne Devison 
and Sandie Ellicott with Nelly 
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One week, 8 women, one instructor and her husband, 15 dogs and 50 plus sheep, that story is destined for 
the next newsletter. 
 
Also earning the HCT title at those same trials was Don & Sandie Ellicott’s Nelly (Finnshavn Ffeiry Ffairie) 
after meeting sheep for the first time that weekend.   
 
Cardigans also continue to infiltrate the agility world.  Gay Harley’s Paikea (Finnshavn Ebony Sterling) 
made her AAC debut in July with a focused and near perfect Jumpers round. 
 
Abby (Finnshavn’s Abby LeHave) qualified for AAC Nationals and had a 4th place finish in the Standard 1 
event. She also finished her Master’s Steeplechase title in July 2008 and her Masters Agility Dog of Canada 
title in May 2008. 
 
Rumour also has it that two recent adoptees from the newest litter from Eastern Dawn Kennels of PEI, and 
now living in NS, have already started to train for agility at about 4 months old. 
 
For any Cardigan people here in Eastern Canada I’d love to hear what you and your Cardis are up to. My 
email is dsellicott@bwr.eastlink.ca. 
 

Sandie Ellicott 
Director for Atlantic Canada 
LeHave  NS 

 
 

  
CARDIGAN DEBUTING A COVER MODEL CAREER!! 

 
Sometimes in life you are in the right spot at the right 
time, that happened to me back in March.  At a CKC rally 
trial I attended during a horrible snowstorm in I met up 
with Joan Weston, Seren’s puppy school instructor.  
During puppy classes Joan would always threaten me 
that she might just have to kidnap Seren from me.  Joan 
just loved Seren to pieces.  Since I couldn’t leave right 
away to head home for the evening, which is only a 
30min drive, Joan and I caught up what I have been up to 
with Seren in the last year. I causally mentioned that I 
started her in agility but my other dog Monti has been 
playing in agility for about a year. Joan was so excited to 
hear that Seren and I are training in agility. At the time I 
had no clue why since I didn’t think it was that odd for a 
Cardigan to be in agility. 
 
About two weeks later after the trial I got an email from 
Joan asking me whether I would be interested in doing a 
10 question interview about Seren and agility.  Joan was 
going to do an article on rare breeds and rare things in 
the agility field. I told her I would be honoured and 
thought to myself how great would this be for the breed. 
In an email about 10mins later I got the detailed 
instructions.  The first couple of questions were general 
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ones, such as what are Cardigans bred for and a little about the breed standard. Then it went into detail 
about what challenges I have with the breed and why I chose to try agility in the first place as well as, if I 
ever had anyone discourage me from doing performance with a Cardigan.  Then, of course what titles my 
dogs hold and what I find the most frustrating when training a Cardigan.  After my answers were submitted 
I had another telephone interview with generally the same questions but they wanted more detail in some 
areas. After the interviews Joan said to not expect anything for a while. 
 
 
At the beginning of June, Dogs In Canada asked everyone involved in the article to come for a half-day 
photo shoot. On June 12th we all met in the morning at Royackers Agility Field, just outside of Guelph,  

Ontario. First they took some action shots of the dogs.  Then the photographer asked us to play with our 
dogs.  At the end of the photo shoot the photographer took some portraits of the dogs, she absolutely 
loved how expressive both Monti and Seren were during the shoot.  Everyone was told that there might be 
a possibility in the August issue that one of the dogs would make the front cover but there are no 
guarantees.  I didn’t count on anything but thought it would be neat.  

At the end of July at work I had a phone message from my friend Lucy Power saying she got her Dogs In 
Canada August issue and I wouldn’t believe who is on the front cover. I phoned Lucy right back to find out 
what it looks like and which dog she may be referring about but with my luck I got her voice messaging 
system. So considering how impatient I can be I called my husband yelling and screaming that one of the 
dogs made the cover then of course crying at the same time; if you know me well enough it doesn’t take 
much. My husband said it has to be Monti since he is so usual looking. Of course my husband would pick 
him since that is his favourite of the two. After I got off the phone with my husband, Lucy called me back 
and the first thing I told her “Lucy you are killing me which dog is on the cover”. It was dear littler Seren. I 
think I jumped out of my chair at the time, my poor cubicle partners at work they had no clue what was 
happening.  That evening when I got home I raced to the mailbox but nothing from Dogs In Canada  but I 
did get it the next day. It was such a cool feeling to be quoted and see my dogs all over the issue; it sure 
was a dream to come true. That Thursday in obedience class, all of Seren’s friends wanted her autograph 
since the princess is now famous. The poor girl’s paw was sore at the end of it <big grin>. It was a big joke 
at our school. Right after the issue was out in the newsstands, which I had to go see, what a great feeling to  
 
see my little girl as the cover model, the photographer sent me a slide show of all the pictures. The 
pictures were stunning I started to cry again with emotion but of course I had to be at work.  
 
The moral of this story is if you ever have the opportunity go for it, this exact story shows the public that 
even though Cardigans have little legs they can compete in performance and do well. Wasn’t it at the 
Specialty in the Rally Novice B class where two Cardigans placed first and second with a perfect score? 
Cardigans can go above and beyond. Since the article, I have been approached by fellow agility 
competitors, which have read the article and would be interested in a Cardigan. 
 

Maja Hurd   
Guelph Ontario 
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REMEMBER THE MAGIC! 

  
A little corgi magic from our 2008 Specialty in Owen Sound has been captured on CD and is available for 
purchase for $12 (price includes shipping and handling).  If interested, please send funds to:                
   Lucy Power 

90 Columbia Road 
Barrie, Ontario 
L4N 8C5 

Please send cheque/money order in the amount of $12.00 payable to the Canadian Cardigan Corgi Club.  
Kindly do not send cash by mail.  
 
If you would like to see more of the lovely pewter cardigan corgi jewelry that was offered for prizes at the 
specialty, please visit the Rams Horn website at http://www.ramshornstudio.com/retail/index1.html 

 
NEWS FROM ONTARIO 

 
We have been having a fairly busy spring and 
summer, with a few youngsters out showing.  
Our year started with a bang with our puppy 
Chip (CH. Yasashiikuma Diamond Solitaire) 
winning the breed all three days at the 
Ontario Breeders’ Show and winning a Group 
1 and BPIG under Dave Patterson 
. 
 
After a few more local shows we went down to 
the CWCCA National Specialty where Chip 
was pulled as a preliminary round selection in 
the Megan event brindle dog class, and 
Hunter won his Veteran’s class, plus we 
earned several other class placements with 
Chip, Dolly and Hunter. 
 
Back home in Ontario Chip has collected a 

few more group placements and as of this writing is 
#1 Cardigan so far for 2008.   We are very pleased 
with how well he is doing, especially since he is 
only 16 months old. 
 
The weekend before the Canadian National we 
attended an OCF  booster judged by Andrew 
Carter, of Saddlelane Pembrokes. 
 
Best of Breed went to Steve and Barb Peterson’s 
Ch. Vermilon Rolling Stone (Mick) and Best of 
Winners/Best of Opposite Sex was our Dolly – 
Yasashiikuma Smoky Mountn Maid.  Libby, C-
Myste Baledwr Yasashiikuma Liberty was Best 
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 Puppy, and Vermilion’s Holy Moses was Winners Dog. 
 
We were very pleased to do anything with everyone’s coat falling out in handfuls while we were 
grooming! 

 
We traveled down to Ohio after the Canadian 
National for the CWCCWR back to back 
specialties.   On Friday I blew my knee stepping 
into holes in the ring one too many times in 
Puppy Sweepstakes.  The Western Reserve 
Juniors, and ex-Juniors divvied up our dogs 
between them and showed them the remainder 
of the weekend for us. 
 
 
 
Phillip Myers (and Ferris Beashau) took Chip to 
Sweepstakes class wins and BOS in Sweeps on 
Saturday. 

 
Katie Brooks took Dolly to wins in her 
Sweeps classes on Saturday and Sunday and 
Reserve Winners Bitch  on Saturday under 
Gayle Garvin. 
 
But the highlight of the show for us was the 
10 year old Madison Bonser handling our 12 
year old Veteran Hunter for the weekend.  
Madison won his Veteran class in the 
specialty and Sweepstakes, and also won 
Best Veteran and Best Stud dog with him on 
Saturday under Gayle Garvin, with his 
daughters Dolly and Libby handled by Philip 
Myers and Katie Driver. 

 
 
 
 
Shelley Camm,  
Yasashiikuma Perm. Reg’d. 
Dundalk  ON 
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Note from Charlie MacInnes, your editor and VP:  The following article talks of something we need to 
put together in Canada – a rescue organization.  The story shows part of how rescue works.  It is also a 
remarkable tale – who ever heard of driving from Owen Sound ON to Albuquerque NM to pick up a rescue 
dog?  But sometimes that’s the way it works.  Here in Canada, most breeders do their own rescue, but that 
requires knowledge and cooperation, and some dogs might fall through the cracks.  I got a call from a 
Humane Society in rural Ontario, someone had turned in a Cardigan Corgi complete with papers, and 
when they read my sales contract, it said I would take the dog back.  Was I serious?  We picked up the dog 
next day. 

 
 

BLACK JACK! 
 

 We got our first Corgi a few years back from Finnshavn, whom we refer to as Grandpa Charlie. He was a 
brindle bundle of cute and he came home to a German shepherd and a Great Dane mix, both females. 
They took to him and we had a great doggy family. As the years went on our two aging big dogs passed on 
and our little Cooper dog was alone. He did not like the new status of watch dog, Alpha male and worst of 
all, the only dog in the house. He and the cat had become pretty close in the few years but there was 
always a bit of uneasiness in his eyes when the cat would groom his face. That look was something I just 
could not take so after time had passed and we had healed a bit from losing our other dogs we decided to 
get another dog. A dog for us, because one is never enough, and a dog for Cooper so that cat would 
remember that he was, after all, a cat! We decided that we would take in a dog that needed a home. There 
were so many dogs at the shelter and on line we were unsure as to how we could ever find another great 
dog. I started researching for another pup while unknown to me Harry had gone on line and found a site 
that rescued Corgis. He had communicated to them and explained our situation. The surprise came when I 
got an e-mail from them asking what dog we were interested in. The cat was out of the bag so to speak, 
and the ball was in motion. So we started the process of screening to see if we were ok to adopt one of 

their rescued dogs. We had 
picked three dogs initially and 
narrowed it to two. They 
suggested Black Jack because he 
was eight years old and would 
probably be the hardest to place. 
We were concerned about 
adopting a dog in his later years 
since we had just lost two from old 
age, but the more we thought it 
over we realized that we would 
provide another dog the best 
golden years anyone could ask for. 
And so we stood solid on our Black 
Jack. The rescue agency that we 
dealt with in the states was Corgis 
and Critters and originally I spoke 
to a woman on the East coast. We 
were working out the details on 
how we would transport him here, 
and what we needed to have in 

order to “import” him into the country. At one point they needed to have a home inspection done and 
were having a hard time finding someone in the area to come visit with us. Me, trying to be helpful, offered  
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that I could pay a home visit for our Veterinarian to check us out or maybe our breeder could speak for us, 
and I named Charlie MacInnes.  The return e-mail said, “Well, if Charlie would trust you with one of his 

precious babies I’m sure you will be 
fine for Black Jack”. I thought, ”That is 
amazing! Charlie is known 
everywhere!“ They ended up finding 
Shelly Camm and we set up a visit. 
Once the screening was over and we 
were ok, we had to get the boy. Now 
though our contact was on the East 
coast of the states, Jack was living in 
Texas. Luckily we have family in New 
Mexico that we visit frequently and we 
were planning a driving trip, with a 
return route through Texas. We got our 
maps, directions, and phone numbers, 
and Harry’s father passed away. We 
had to put our trip on hold until we got 
everything worked out. It was mid-
November and we thought we might as 
well go down for American 
Thanksgiving, and pick up Jack on the 

way back. So that is what we did. Thanksgiving night the weather report in New Mexico was calling for a 
winter storm to hit the Albuquerque area. This could not alter the plans of the travelers from Canada. We 
laughed. Four inches, come on! We have that for 
breakfast were we live on the Bruce Peninsula, on Lake 
Huron, in Ontario, Canada.  You can not be serious. We 
woke to a soft blanket of snow in the protected side of the 
mountains, maybe an inch. Pah! A dusting! So we packed 
and headed off into the mountains. This is where we 
learned a valuable lesson. When they are calling for a 
winter storm in the southern states, you should take it 
seriously. They do not have the equipment to remove the 
snow from the roads let alone salt to melt it. At times we 
were driving on Zamboni ice going less than 30mph in 
the right lane while we watched car after truck after van 
fly past us on the left, only to be found rolled in the ditch 
a little way further down the road. It took us nearly a day 
to get to Dallas. The next morning we contacted Black Jack’s foster home and picked him up. He was so 
great from the start. We had brought our big kennel and were ready to transport him back to Canada, and 
then Arf! Arf! Arf! Arf! We let it go for ten minutes, he did not stop and we could not  
go for two full days of that so we let him out. He slept on a lap in the passenger seat all the way home, quiet 
as a sleeping Corgi. At home he was greeted by Cooper with instant brotherly wrestling and a good run. 
They are a pack now and sleep together and occasionally do tandem running like a fine pair of draft 
horses, only cuter. Once Jack shed his fine city coat and grew a thick Canadian winter coat he fit in just like 
any other Corgi. Now when the cat grooms Jack’s face I get a funny look from him too and Cooper looks 
on, thankful it isn’t him today. 
 

Lorrie St. Amour 
Owen Sound, ON 
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WESTERN NEWS 

 
After the excitement of the CCCC Herding Specialty in May at Downriver Farm in BC, the summer has 
passed a little more quietly for western Cardigans. Gloria Graham has been busy ‘home-schooling’ her 
duo of Pearl and Cleo as Gloria has her own small flock of sheep. However, Gloria and Anne Gunn did get 
together at the Australian Shepherd Club of British Columbia who held an ASCA trial at Downriver Farm in  
 
July. The judges were Joan Carrillo (Oregon) and Kaye Harris (Colorado). Pearl showed her usual verve 
and dash with some beautiful moments. In the two runs of Open Class, Pearl had a 3rd and 4th places and a 
Qualifying run. Cleo wasted no time with her sheep and that had Gloria showing a real turn of speed as 
well. Cleo had a Qualifying run and a 3rd.  
 
Meanwhile Anne had tried out Beka on cattle 
and ducks and although the cattle were 
uncooperative, Beka was enthusiastic – 
perhaps a bit too enthusiastic about the ducks. 
Beka and Katie (both Finnshavn dogs) picked 
up a qualifying run in started sheep arena 
trials. Unfortunately, both Beka and Katie have 
decided that a straight line is the fastest way to 
get to the sheep which is not a convincing 
demonstration of the outrun –  they would do 
well to pay more attention to Pearl who Gloria 
has persuaded to do an out run that would 
make a Border Collie envious. A really nice 
touch for Cardigans was that last year Pearl 
was awarded the Most Promising Started Other Breed and this year Beka was the recipient. Cardigans 2 
years in a row – yeah! And back in June, Beka was first and Katie tied 4th among 18 dogs in  the Rookie 
Division for the Handy Ranch Dog Trial which is based on four trials – the idea is ‘working dogs’ so the 
trials are in different field sizes and a range of obstacles so it is fun and a challenge.  

 
( Note from Charlie MacInnes:  I am grateful to 
Anne for mentioning that I bred both of her 
dogs, but I am truly humble when I say that 
both of Gloria Graham’s dogs are her own 
breeding, and she has been breeding for 
longer than I.  I think 2008 is the 40th 
anniversary of Gloria’s first Cardigan!!) 
 
Fern Hunt writes: SHOW TIME in BC. I went to 
the Campbell River Dog Shows and my Bitch 
WAIBOURNES MERRI BRYANNA got a point the 
first day for Best Bitch, the next 2 days my bitch 
from Lore, BLUETRIX WILLA GYPSY FAE HINE 
took the the points for Best Bitch. We then went 
to the Glacier View Shows in Courtenay and my 

bitch WAIBOURNES CARAMEL SUNDAE took Breed, for 2 points, the 2nd day we didn't do anything and 
the last day my male WAIBOURNES CRUISING MINSTRAL took breed and got a group 4th for 3 points!! In 
all, it was a very successful trip. 
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News from the (Far) North 
 
This was a quiet year for Welgem in respect to the show/trial circuit.  We have taken the year off from 
activities outside the kennel.  It is just as well as in early July we were blessed with two litters.  CH Welgem 
Amber Cognac (Abby to her friends) who whelped 10 puppies and five days later Welgem Ruby Red's 
Little Angel (Bubs as she is affectionately called) gave us four more.  Waibournes Solomon Grundy was the 
sire for both litters.  With 14 puppies to take care of it has eaten up our ever short summer.  All the puppies  

are doing wonderfully.  We update our 
website weekly with news, pictures and 
a video of the past week’s events.  You 
are most welcome to visit the “Crew” at 
http://www.welgem.com/ 
 
We had a Corgi evening in mid August 
where some of the local owners brought 
their Cardis over.  This was organized 
while Ron and Kathleen Stewart were 
visiting with us en route to Fairbanks, 
Alaska.  It was an opportunity for Radar 
to meet his siblings.  The evening was a 
blast and all were quite tuckered when it 
was over – including the humans! 
 
This past winter we laid to rest two of our 
family, Squeaky (Finnshavn’s Alynn 
Black Diamond TD) and Maggie (CH 
Brymist Flaming Garnet).  Both Squeaky 
and Maggie were outstanding 
ambassadors of the breed and we miss 
them dearly.  It is said that “grief is the 
price we pay for love.”  Truer words 
were never uttered.   
 
From all of us (24 Cardis, includes the 
“crew of 14”) here at Welgem and your 
northern neighbours in the Yukon, 
Northwest Territories and Iqaluit have a 
wonderful fall and remember to give 
each of your Cardis a special hug – just 
because…   
 
 
Al Alcock 
Whitehorse, YT 
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AS TIME GOES BY,  LEGENDS ARE BORN 
 

I suppose this story began with my very first litter of Cardigans, in 1973.  One bitch went to my 
cousin Robert Reford, and his wife, Steffie.  That was the legendary Finnshavn’s Myfanwy, known for her 16 
years as Myffie.  When Robert and Stephanie finally retired, they built a wonderful house near Le Have, 
Nova Scotia.   They had their second dog, then, Victor.  The nearest vet was Dr. Don Ellicott.  As happens in 
small town east coast Canada, they became good friends, and Don’s wife, Sandie, fell for Cardigan corgis.  
Don gave her a puppy, Abby (Finnshavn’s Abby Le Have). 

Off to another thread of this story.  Two elderly, much beloved, pets passed on in the past year.  
Kathleen Stewart’s Sparkey, Ch.Finnshavn Robinhood’s Firefly was 13.  Casey, the Slutsken family’s dog 
(Ch. Finnshavn Edward Kimball Carey), was over 15.  Well, back in 1999, those two produced a litter.  One 
of those, to fill an order, was Abby.    What Abby did this week was a wonderful memorial for two much-
loved parents: 

Somewhere along the way, 
Sandie got interested in agility, and, in 
short order, Abby became a dog to 
watch at trials in the Maritimes.  In May 
she was Finnshavn’s Abby Le Have  
SGDC, VMADC, VMJDC, SMSDC, CL3, 
CL4-F, AGNS, AGNJS.   But hey, a group 
of Sandie’s agility friends signed up for a 
herding workshop in Ontario, and 
Sandie joined in.  So, on Monday 23 June, 
Abby had her first nose-to-nose meeting 
with a sheep.  This, she said, was way 
cool!  On the following Saturday and 
Sunday there were a total of four CKC 
herding trials.  Well, on Saturday, Abby 
earned her HT (Herding Tested title), 
and on Sunday she earned a leg toward 
her HS (Herding Started title).  Maybe 
that makes herding sound easy, but far 
from it.  All her agility experience was 
key.  She was used to working fast, and 
well versed for watching for hand signals from her beloved Sandie.  So she prospered in herding.   But, 
however you look at it, meeting first sheep, and earning a first herding title, in the same week, has got to 
be an all-breed record.   

What a way to remember two beloved parents.  By the way, Abby told me, as she licked my nose, 
that she gets lots of sofa and bed time!! 

Sandie rescued another Cardigan, Finnshavn Ffiery Ffairie,  aka Nelly, younger, who lives up to the 
ffiery, but has her HT (two legs in two tries) and SADC, SSGDC, and CL2 .  God bless dedicated owners.  
Nelly, as you learned in Sandie’s article in this newsletter, met sheep in the maritimes a year ago, and 
thrived.  She trialed earlier this year and earned an AHBA title.  Maybe Abby was at those trials too, and I 
have the details wrong, above.  But whatever, the dogs did it right, and loved the doing!!  

 
Charlie MacInnes 
Stouffville, ON 

 

Abby herding sheep, nine years old, and not slowing down. 
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AGILITY IN THE WEST, THEN THE EAST 

In June Wicca (Bluetrix A Little Wicca Majic CD SHD AgJNS SADC SMGDC) and I travelled to Edmonton for 
the Agility Association of Canada Regional 
Championships.  

 Wicca   6" Specials Class  *** 6" Special 2008 
REGIONAL CHAMPION!!!!!!!!!!*** YES!!!  She 
brought home the trophy and a cool personalized 
chair and a really big smile on both their faces!   
478 Points, 1st Place of 4 dogs!  Wicca ran her tail 
off and had an awesome weekend. I was very, 
very proud of her. She also placed 2nd in the 
Steeplechase Championship! 
 

 
And then in August we travelled all the way to New 
Brunswick for the AAC Nationals. 
 
 Wicca and I had never been on a plane before so it 
was a whole new experience. But we made it- and it 
was a great experience!  Wicca had some AWESOME 
placements- placing 1st in a field of 8 dogs- and then 
some 2,3 and 5th placements as well. We had a few 

awful runs which took us out of the running for the top five though. We ended up placing 10th.  :o) As with 
everything Wicca does- when she's on, she's on and when she's off- well....she's awful!  
We did make it into the Steeplechase finals and placed 2nd!!!!  
It was our first time at a National Event and she proved that she can run with the big dogs! 
You can see pictures- and more details about the trip at  http://godoggoagility.blogspot.com 
 

Amanda Labadie 
Lethbridge  AB
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OBEDIENCE AT THE NATIONAL 

 
First, I would like to thank the committee that 
organized such a wonderful specialty. We 
enjoyed ourselves immensely and there were 
some amazing prizes for the performance events! 
For those that do not know me, I have two 
cardigans: Tory (Yasashiikuma Tornado Warning 
Cdn CDX, Am CD, Am RN, AGI, AGJI, SAADC, 
SSGDC, CGC) and Kyan (Yasashiikuma Tibetan 
Kyanite). I don't show in conformation, but I enjoy 
the performance events. 
 
It was great to see all the performance cardigans. 
In 2005, the only performance event was 
obedience and Tory was the only cardigan there.  
Only three years later, there were multiple 
entries in all three performance events. 
Cardigans are a fun breed to train, and I hope 
there are even more performance entries at the 
next specialty. 
 
Tuesday was the specialty obedience trial. Tory 
competed in the open level and showed her true 
cardi style with a little creativity. On both the heel 
free and the figure eight, Tory's heeling was 
terrible until the first halt. Only after halting did 
she remember how to heel. She did eventually 
qualify and received a HUGE ribbon for highest 
qualifying cardigan in Open and an even larger 
ribbon for highest qualifying cardigan in 
obedience. 

 
Wednesday was agility and it wasn't quite such a successful day. Tory and Kyan both competed - it was 
Kyan's first agility trial! While neither dog qualified, they ran well. Kyan the bar knocker even managed to 
keep all the bars up in his standard run. He's a fast little dog and is a lot of fun in agility. Unfortunately the 
other cardigans did not qualify either, but it was great to see them competing. 
 
Thursday brought the specialty rally trial. Once again, both Tory and Kyan competed. We managed to 
finish the rally trial before the rain and hail. Both dogs got their second novice rally leg, and Tory even  
had a perfect score! However, Tory was not the only cardigan with a perfect score. The tie was broken by 
time and Tory received the high score in rally trophy. The Novice B award presentation was awesome: In  
the all-breed trial, the first three places were all cardigans! 
 
We had a wonderful, wet, tiring and fun time at the specialty. Thank you to all involved. 
  
  Tenille Whiteford 
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Proposal for 2008 CCCC AGM:  Change in newsletter  editorship 
 
Background: For the last few  years, the work of  compiling contributions, editing and producing the 
newsletter has fallen to one person (Charlie MacInnes).  The amount of work is considerable and has 
sometimes delayed the newsletter.  
 
Proposal: The proposal is to share the work of the newsletter between three editors and produce three 
newsletters  each year at regular intervals (February, May and October). The newsletter will be 
electronically distributed  and mailed as a black and white copy to those members without email.  
 
Editor –in –Chief: Responsible for overall content and editorials. 
 
Eastern co-editor:  Distribution and printing of the newsletter ; soliciting and compiling eastern Canadian 
Cardigan news and articles including articles on agility, tracking, and rally ‘o’. 
 
Western co-editor:  Overall production and layout of newsletter as a pdf file; soliciting and compiling 
western Canadian Cardigan news and articles including both regular features (regional director's input; 
any news on herding; health and a 'letters to the editor' section) and any articles from members.  
 
September 2008 to September 2009; Charlie MacInnes as Editor-in-Chief and Anne Gunn and Maja Hurd 
as western and eastern co-editors. 
 
Comments from Charlie MacInnes: 
 
The proposal is a step forward, but it has some important implications.  A few members are still asking for 
printed newsletters, rather than electronic.  That will be very, very expensive.  Look at this newsletter, 29 
pages, and 17 of those pages have colour photos.  If the club goes to Staples to have the paper copies 
reproduced, what will the we have to pay, and pass on to the user?   The choice of electronic reproduction 
saves both printing and mailing costs.  But, much more than that, it allows a bulky newsletter, many and 
varied articles, and high quality photos.   
 
I have had a rough time with this issue, because I am an amateur software user.  The problems are several, 
but one of the big ones is that people submitting articles have varied software, so articles come with 
embedded formatting that the sender probably did not know was there, and which I cannot always 
remove.  So, if you are as picky as I am, this issue contains articles in different formats.  I tried to make the 
format consistent, but I ran out of time and patience.     
 
I have found, by sore experience, that photos are more easily managed if they are inserted into text boxes, 
rather than inserted directly as pictures.  Don’t ask why, because I don’t know the answer.  Please, when 
you send us an article, send the photos as separate files, preferably in .jpg format.   
I like MS Word as a word processing program, but the size of this newsletter, with all the pictures and 
page headers seems to be beyond it’s design, and I keep having to cope with the newletter reformatting 
itself, moving the page header boxes, etc.   
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